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The Technical Sub-Committee cnsoisted brngiianlyl ofDe legaets for

Australia, Blgeimu-Luxemburg, Czehcsolovakia, theN etherlands, France,

United Kingdom and the niUted States. Arrangements had been made, however,

for the participation of delegtaes fro other coturiesw ishing to take

prat in the Sub-Cmomittee's work. TheDe legates for Brazil, Canada, Cuba,

New Zealand and the Union fo South Africa,w ho rguealrly utilized this

opportuniyt, were admitted as regular members of the Sub-Committee in the

course of its existence.

The Sub-Cmomittee met twelve timesu nder the Charimanship of

Mr. R. J. Shackle.

he new texts of Articles 15-23 and 37, as azaptedlby-the Sub-Committee,

are given below. The text of each paragraph is followed. by comments

explaining the changes introduced and recording the reservations made,

including, such reservations or coments as were made at the London Session
. . .

and mantained in New Yorawnqrk, or which were neither withdnor maintained.

in New York in view of te Jct that the countries concerned were not

represented on the Sub-Comittee.

In addition, the commennts account briefly for the ature of changes

sinntrodtcereei:aheeLozidoneiiorf in 74stv articles of the

Ura St:a e ~raf-Ohate, rnvhiewof the' fact lte eort- of te

salungbw:c tteseeertiRecerJ:th thheisiAs t 1±at bseo

(/54PC/T/C1-./1T ev.l) as.no been printed.: ,. -.

/A French
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ARTICLE15 NATIONALTREATMENT ON
TAXATION AND REGULATION

Thetext ;p Article 19, as suggested inthe

United States Draft At ig nt a number of

modification st ¢ L 4o3. sessionThus, the

numberofperagraph %*o 4wL'.~e4. from two to five,

and words wereathAr b a*Uif or render more

inclusive the Autained in the present

Paragraphs 1, a484 3. AO tw Vtioned in Part II

of the Report of the first Session (E/PC/T/33,

pae 9, Section A, 1 (iv), the priginalprovision for

"nationaltreatmentt" in respect of governmental

purchases of supplies, for Governemtal use was

removed that session, and a social paragraph
(No. 4 In the text now supplied) wasadded expressly

exempting procuremantsofthis kind.

Text, 15: 1

"The Members agree that neither internal taxes

nor other internal charges nor intenal laws, regulations

or requirements should. be used to afford protection

directly or indirectly for any national product.

Coment

In the report of the First Session of the prapartory

Committee, this provisionwas given as the third paragraph

of the Article dealing with National Treatment, The

DraftingComittee suggests that it be given as

/par graph 1
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paragraph 1 in viewof its general nature.

At the First Session, the Delegate for the

Union of Souxth Africa thought that the words

internal laws, regulations and. requirements" might

be misconstrued as referring for instance to Customs

legislation,and suggested. that the words "laws,

regulations and requirements" be used. The question

was deferred by the Sub-Committee for possible

further comment by the Delegate for that country in

the Drafting Committee.

Test, 15:2

"The products on any Member country imported into

any other Member country shell be exempt from internal

taxes and other internal charges of any kind higher than

those imposed, directly or indirectly, on like products

of national origin."

Comment

The words "identical or similar. products" were

changed to "like products", in accordence with a

preliminary decision taken by the Drafting Committes,

and a few other modifications of a fcrwalnature were

Made.

It was left to the Delegates for Cub&., Norway and

India to consider whether they would wish to maintain

the objects against this paragraph raised by them

at the first session. (The Delegate for Cuba had

reserved hisposition concerning measures necessary for
protection of infant industries in countries at an

early stage of economic development; the Delegate for

/India



Indiahad required thatthere should be no objection

aganist discriminatory, internaltaxes levied only for

thepurpp~osoferaiingerevenue;;. dn&-tewela1agete for

rwayhNo w~sad.re eed.. ghtts orvaryi -chargeledevie.e
. .forrposespuzanimporteximvodted-pr~luct when the

onsalftona were reqouiredmsintenanceof aenn~e o

p-uiss~of.,Rr-o0duct± ihe roto~I ~the momestic zarket).

lxt. 15: 3

ductscts of ay meeber country imported. into

yxV other Member country ellsh be accorded. treatment no

less favoublebe than that aoc-rded. to like products of

natiola:iginii respect!ot~ql al-laregulationsicns or

irementseaffectingttheir internal sale, offgerin for

,stransportation,tdistributionr-ibcz or usy of an, kind

whatsoever. The provisions of, this peragraph eshall b

imderstood tu preclaapplicationica:-,Jof internal

requirements restricting the amounoportionoportio of an

imPorted. product permitted. to be mixed, processed or

used., povided that any such requirement in force on the

dAY Of ignhe astature of this Charter may be continued. until

thet expiraion of one ymar fror the day on which this

Cher,-t enters into force, which period may be extended

in respect of any product if ahe Orgsnization concurs

that the requirement concerned. is less restroctive Of

international. trade than other measures permissible under

this ChRequirementsrement pdrmitte& to beimaintaned

under the foregoing proviso shall1 be subject to

negotiations in. nhe manter providen for ix respect of
~ ~ . .

tariffs ."der Article 24
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.attempt to mee~t the viwse expressed by several

elegatese at the First Session of,thep Preparatory Committee,

the Sub-Comitege deciddl to add-to this paragraph a proviso

enablingcounrtriess to make restricted use of mixigz and

prcoessing requirements for Imported products thataere in

force atthe day of hpesignaturee of the Charter. The

requirementsmright be continuedduringn one year from the

entry into force of the Charteraend longer "if the

rganizationn concurs tate the requirement concenmed is less

restrictive of international tadea ta=n of other measures

permissible under this Charter". In addition, words were

dded4 to the effect that such requirements are beigG made

subject to negotiationsiIn the ann er provided. for in respect

of tariffs under Article 24.
In view f' the insertion of a new paragraph (see belwu)

ealingG with regulations and requirements relating to the

exhiiItion of inematographp films, the reference to

requirements restrictigG the exi bition of imported products

was deleted.

Previous Article15:4- (now omitted)

hTe Londorr Session had adopted the following paragraph:

EBach Member gGrees that it will take all

measures open to it to assure that the objectives of

/this Article
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this Article are not impaired in anywayby

.axes.charges, lawe, regulationss1ao or requirements

idiary Governments withinthes'd1.':Oern~iis ..thti tke territory

m .Itwas t hat the.robloe of federal

Govaernments oibtingoobservnce .o thefrsubsidiary

isionsmen`ts of thte provrsioi of the Charer arose

a:Accordingly,se of othe Articles; KccordinglYp
the, above parsgraph was deleted from Article 15 on

the undeparagraph that the following new parecraph

woaad be in,serted unde Artic-l 83 (da No. 5) thus

: refrringn to -the entire Charter:

.- t"Each 2aceptin,3 Government shall take

such: reasonable measures as my be. available

to it to assure observance of the provisions

of 'is Chaxter by subsidiary Gcivermnts within

- its terri *

- The .expression "subsidiary Governments" was not

dnzemarely satisfactory and. tt:-as ought that

the Legal DraftinGSub-Con ttee might fish to

clarify it.

/Text, 15:4
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Text, 15:4 s

ovisions isiopasograpf rarahs 1 and 3 of this Article

shall not be construed to prevent the application of

lteZgfalre ulations.or requirements relating to the

exhibition of cigematomraph films. Such regulations and

requixements shall, howeves, je aubJect to negotiation for

their liberalization or elimination in the manner

provided for in respecariffsia-iff end preferences under

Article 24."

ALondhe Indon session, the Delegates for

Czechoslovakia, Norway and the United Kingdom had suggested

that the provisions contained in the Paragraphs

correspondinug to Nmbers 1 and 3 of the present text should

plynot a:to .inematograph films. Theg paraGaph now added

complies with this suggestion, at the same Lim,- as it

would- render the re-,ulations and recdirements relating to

the exhibition of. such films subject to negotiations in the

same miner* as those und.r -pa-a raph .3.

The Dslegate for-Nuv Zealand made a statement for

inclusion. in the Report of the Draftipg Comeittee, to the

effe-Z that the New Zealand film hire tax which-is in

reei,- a delayed. customs duV levied at the point where the

real value of the film has become apparent, should neither

be r>enrded as being covered, by the terms "internal laws" or

"regulations" or "requirements" whenever such words appear

in Article 15, nor as an internal tax. The film hire tax,

he pointed out, which is not associated with any form of

lm qr.ota, but which qntaips a preference element, could

thus be the subject of negotiations of the kind provided

/for in
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for in Article 24 with respect to tariffs.

New Zealand, he declared, did not produce cinematographic

films other than educational and newsreels,and such films

wereexemptfrom tax. British films of all tyes were

subject to tax at a rate lower than that applied to

foreign films.

Text, 15:51&

"The provisions of this Article shall not alylr to the

prorusement byovernmentalal agencies of supplies for

govemnnental use and not for resale."

mmentt
This Article was adopted without change by the

Sub-Cmmoittee.

ATICLE 16 -FREEDOM OF RANvSIT

Text, 16:I
Alternative A, (Refers to goods ol2y)

Baggage and.oods shall be deemed to be in transit

across the territory of a Member when the passage across

such territory, with or without trans-shipment, warehousing,

breaking bulk, or change in the mode of transport, is only

a portion of a complete journey, beginning and terminating

beyond. the frontier of the Menberacross whose territory

the goods pass."

Alternative B (Refers to goods and means of transport)

"Baggage and goods, and also vessels and other means

of transport shall be deemed to be in transit across the

territory of a Member when the passage across such

/territory, with
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territory,with or without trans-shipment, warehousing,

breaking bulk, or change in the mode of transport, is only

a Portion of a complete journey, beginning and terminating

.beyond the frontier of the Member across whose territory the

traffic passes. Traffic of this nature is termed in this

Article"traffic, in transit". The provisions of this

Article shallnotapply to the operation of aircraft in

transit.".

Cmm-ent

rt'cle i1,6 worded in the United States Draft

Charer refers in general, to"1persnus, baggage and goods,

and lsoo vessel, coachinand goods stock, and other means

of ratnsprit.% At the London Session, the word "persons"

was deleted since the Chartar was dealing in generalwvith

goods and services. o6reover, it was pointed out that

trffgic of persons was subject to immigration laws and

mightp:roperly be the concern of an international agency

oteor that the Trade Organization. The Delegate for one

country (India) objected, however, to this change in the

text. -

The Sub-Committee Considercd the questioi if not also

means of tnaportthousbld be c'xlud.&, It was recognized
that atrde in ods 'as eprinthcaiql object of the Charter

and thameinahs of transpormighthtbocbme the concern of

othei ±nteatnAionalagencies. On the other hand, certain

Delegesatel fthat 1-imei ans f-transport were not covered,

e pueurspoef-tharsicitleight4h be impaired. It was,

thefe.ore, agreed to suim twoioaltnerative texts of

Article 16, one, (A) referrgin to goods only, and the other,

(B) to gooda enmd eans of transport.

/The last
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The last sentence of this paragraph was not included

inthetextof the United StatesDraft Charter. At the

LondonSession theSub-Commiittee, dealing with this

article proposed to add the provisionthat the article

shall not apply to air traffic in transit". Since this

wording, however, would exempt more than was intended, the

words "the operation of aircraft" (in Alternative B) were

s itutubs;;t"ated forfi!".r traf cY*

It was noted that ohere is nq apparent

incosistency between this adticle ar& the Baxcelona

Convon0ion of 2Q Ap(il 1e21 XConvdntion and Statute of

FreedoQ of Transit). Should the question of a new

transit convention be raised, tmhe Sub-Comittee felt that

the international Trade Oorganizatcn might wish to

co-o-erate.

Attention was also paid to the existence of other

treaties and conventions, of which members of the

Preparatory Committee are parties, that relate to matters

covered, by the Charter. It was felt that the Members

would have to consider, gnbefore siing the Charter, if and

to what extent,their obligations under such treaties or

conventions wore in conhlict witm the new obligations,
', . " *.I'1 .. :'

they would have to assume,
The Delegate for Chile pointed out that he wished

to reserve his position on parae.aph 1 in view of the

transit agreement which Chile lad concluded with

neiUbouring countries..He antcipated being able to

onconfirm or withdraw his reservti ef re the end of

the se51s_,. ..

/Text, 16:2

-.. , .
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Text,16:2

Alternative A (Refers to goods only)

"There shall be freedom of transit through the

Member countries, via the routes most convenient for

international transit, for goods in transit to or from

other Member countries. No distinction shall be made with

respect to goods in transit that is based on the nationalit

of persons, the flag of vessels, the place of origin,

departure, entry, exit or destination, or on any

circumtances relating to the ownership of goods or of

vessels or other means of transport."

Alternative B (Refers to goods and means of transport)

"There shall be freedom of transit through the

Member countries, via the routes most convenient for

international transit, for traffic in transit to or from

other Member countries. No distinction shall be made which

is based on the rationality of persons, the flag of

vessels, the place of origin; departure, entry, exit or

destination, or any circumstances relating to the

ownership of goods or of vessels or other means of t :-

transport."

Comment

The last sentence (in both the alternatives) is

based on the text of Article 2 of the Barcelona Statute

(annexed to the Barcelona Convention of 20 April 1921).

It was added in order to meet a point raised by the

Delegates for Belgium-Luxembug, France and the

Netherlands at the London Session.

/The Delegate
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The Delegate for India suggested that the first

sentence should road as follows:-

"here shaal be freedom of transit.through Member

countrfes ior the products of other Member countries

via such routes as may be open to sraffic in product

of like kfnd and quality o national origin."

Text, 16:3

Alternatioe A (Rlyers to g6ods on0r)

"AIVrMember may requiLe that goods in transit through

its territory be entered at the proper customhouse, but

exce- in case of failure to comply with applicable

customs laws sad regulations, such goods coming from, or

-oia' to, other Member countries shall not be subject to

rV unnecessary.delays or r strictions and shall be exempt

from cus oms duties aans frdu all trareit cities or other

cbar~es imposed in respect of transit, except charges for

transportctmmon or those tozensurate with administrative

extonsos nntailed by traasitor with the cost of services

rendered.

Alte:native B (Refersetnsgoods and mnasn of transport)

requ Member ire that traffic in transit

thro;ah its territory be entered, at tme preper custowhousi

but oedept -n cases ofplyailure to ccm4y with applicable
cusegus lavW and roqalations, such traf,ic coming from;

/or Sirng to
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or going to, other Member countries shall not be subject

to any unnecessary delays or restrictions and shall be

exempt from customs duties and from all transit duties

or other charges imposed in respect of transit, except

charges for transportation or those commensurate

with administrative expenses entailed by transit or

with the cost of services rendered."

Comment

In order to render it clear that the duties

and charges mentioned in thisparagraph do not

include compensation for services rendered, the

concluding words from "except charges for transportation"
were added in both versions of this paragraph.

Text, 16:4

Alternative A (Refers to goods only)

"All charges and regulations imposed by Members

on goods in transit to or from other Member countries

shall be reasonable, having regard to the conditions

of the traffic."

Alternative B (Refers to goods and means of transport)
"All charges and regulations imposed by

/Members on
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Members on traffic in transit to or from other

Member countries shall be reasonable, having

regard to the conditions of the traffic."

Text, 16:5

Alternative A (Refers to goods only)

"With respect to all charges, rules, and

formalities in connection with transit, each

Member shall accord to goods in transit to or

from any other Member country treatment no less

favourable than the treatment accorded to goods in

transit to or from any country."

Alternative B (Refers to goods and means of transport)

"With respect to all charges, rules, and

formalities in correction with transit, each Member

shall accord to traffic in transit to or from any

other Member country treatment no less favourable

than the treatment accorded to traffic in transit

to or from any country."
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Text, 16:6. (This text is applicable to both
alternatives A and B.)

"Each Member shall accord to products which have

been in transit through any Member country treatment no

less favourable than that which would have been accorded

to such products had they been transported from their

origin to their destination without going through such

other Member country. Any Member country shall, however,

be free to maintain its existing requirements of direct

consignment (expedition directed) in respect of any goods

in regard to which such direct "consignment is a requisite

condition of eligibility for entry of goods at preferential

rates of duty, or has relation to the country's prescribed

method of valuation for duty purposes.

Comment.

The last sentence of this paragraph was added in

order to meet a suggestion made by Australia at the

London Session.

The Delegate for Canada stated his position with

. reference to this paragraph as follows:

"With reference to the minutes of the meeting of

23 January 1947, Canada wishes the record to show

that the Canadian Delegate mentioned in connection

with discussions of the amendment to paragraph 6

of Article16 (Freedom of Transit) that there were

certain requirements for preferential treatment in

addition to the "direct shipment" requirement. An

obvious example in content requirements. Canada

/would
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would consider itself free to adjust such

requirements if necessary - e.g., the various

British Commonwealth countries might some day attempt

to arrive at a common 'content' requirement, to

replace the present 'content' requirement which

differ among each Commonwealth country."

ARTICLE 17 - ANTI-DUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

Text 17:1.

"No anti-dumping duty or charge shall be imposed on

any product of any Member country imported into any other

Member country in access of an amount equal to the margin

of dumping under which such product is being imported.

For the purposes of this Article, the margin of dumping

shall be understood to mean the amount by which the price

of the product exported from one country to another is

less then (a) the comparable price charged for the like

product to buyers in the domestic market of the exporting

country, or, in the absence of such domestic price,

either (b) the highest comparable price at which the like

product is sold for export to any third country in the

ordinary course of commerce, or (c) the cost of production

of the product in the country of origin plus a reasonable

addition for selling cost and margin of profit; with due

allowance in each case for differences of conditions and

terms of sale, for differences in taxation, and for other

differences affecting price comparability."
/Comment.
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Comment.

The words "or charge" were inserted after "No

anti-dumping duty" in the first line in order to render

it clear that this article is intended to cover even

charges not technically regarded as duties. Similarly,

the words "in the ordinary course of trade" were added

for greater clarity in the alternative described under (b),

and under alternative (c) words were added to the effect

of allowing for selling cost and margin of profit. Finally,

in order to meet an objection raised by the Delegate for

New Zealand, the text was modified so as to permit of

using the amount described under (c) with equal right as

that under (b) in determining the margin of dumping.

(According to the original text, (c) could be used only

in the absence of both (a) and (b).)

The Delegate for the United Kingdom suggested that

the word "landed" be inserted before "price of the product

exported" in the definition of the margin of dumping

(second sentence).

The Delegate for Australia suggested that the words

"by more than five per cent" be inserted in the same

desfinition after "another is less".

The delegates for certain countries (Belgium-Luxemburg

and the Netherlands) favoured the authorization of measures

other than anti-dumping duties to offset price-dumping.

The Delegates for Czechoslovakia, France and New Zealand

supported this view but did not insist on a change in the

text pending final consideration of the suggestion (by the

/Delegate
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Delegate for Australia) that measures should be authorized

to curb dumping other than rhice-dumping (see below)an

of the question of allowing the use of quatnitative

etstictinonsas defence aganst damping. (Se eunder

paragraph 2 beloww

^ - At he Lo~idoi Sess4on the Delegate for Brazil

resetvep his vosition this paragraph, being of the

ini op.inon that heavaer then countenc-bala=ing duties or

quantitative restrictions should be allowed in cases of

aggravated oadi spoelc dumping.

imilarly7iil&l, at the London Session, the Delegate for

.: I . Endi. sugtested Ehat the defrnition of "margin of dumping"

be left to the Intertatiodal Traie OrianizaT~on. (Ihis

point may have been met in part y' the addition now

suggested of the second sentence in paragraph 5.)

Text, 17:2.

"No ilountervaLinal duty sh8l be imposed on any

product of any Memrber county imported into another Member

country in excesmonof an aout equal to the estimated
' ' ; -

bounty or subsidy determine to have been granted,

directly or indirectly, on the production or export of

such product in the country of origin or exportation."

come-

T'.folloig definition of countervailing duty was

mmi agred. upon, but t Sub-Cc=Ittee thought that it might
- : ~be loet to the decision bf the Legal Drafting

. - :' Sub-C fittee whether to include it as an amendment to

/this pararph
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this paragraph or under a list ofdefinitions elsewhere:

"The term 'countervailing duty' shall be understood

to mean an additional dutyimposed for the purpose

- . . of off-setting any bountyo'r-subsidy bestowed,

dirct*l : or indirectly, upon the manufacture,

production or exportation of any merchandise."

At the London Session, the DelgGate for China

suggested the following addition to this paragraph:

"In the event of preferential treatment being

accorded by a country to certain countries to the

exclusion ft other Member countries, no countervailing

duty shall be imposed upon the products imported

from such other Member countries against subsidies

which are granted by the latter to such products as

compensation for covering the preferential margin."

Similarly, at the London meeting the Delegate for

Brazil suggested that quantitative restrictions or other

punitive measures should be permissible in order to cope

with theiImport of subsidized products.

Text, 1:33.

"NoT product of any Member countryiImported into any

4other.Member coant y shill'be subject to anti-dumping or

., conaervai ay duason ofresn o the exemption of such

product fromortaxtieimposes lidseid in the country of

orexporgai~on upon the pi'thb. ilkephroduct wen consumed

e ticallys2or by reason of ther4 by2 refund of such duties

-e

. C .:t
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omme_ent

The cclu- nimg wos ".r .by reason of the refund of

such duties r. tes" we e. added at the London Session

o. t e. origina .text . The paragra h. was approved, without

cnamgeybte ffSub-Committe .:

Text, 17:4. ~~~~ ; - , -

po'Product of any Member country imported into any

other Member country shall be subject to both anti-dumping

and countervailing duties to compensate for the same

situation of dumping or export subsidization."

Cmment.

This paragraph was approved without change by the

. .. Sub-Committ . ; .

Teit, 17:5.

"X6Member shxll impose any anti-dumping or

countervailing duty or charge on the importation of any

product of other Member countries unless it determines

that the effect or the dimping or subsidization, as the

case may be, is such as to materially iujure or threaten

to injure an established domestic industry, or is such as

to.prevent the establishment f ..domestic industry. The

Organization shall nsider the a&v~sability of including
%.. -~

tmongthe criteria under-which ant-dumpIg or

countorvtiling dptsaq be.mpose&che requirement of

a determinaticn.by an indeen a ministrative
authority in the country impasing the duty as to the

actuality or potentiality of injury to a domestic industry."

/Cczent.
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Comment,; : '

The original text of the first sentence of this

paragraphoas modified s0 as to restrict the use of

perdissible anti-cumping and countervailing duties. The

words "alea general ruTh" in that text were deleted and

the word "materially" was added before "injure or threaten

to injure". ither changes Inaroduced are lergely formal

or explanatory.

At the London Session, the Delegate for Brazil suggested

the deletion of the provision contained in this sentence.

The second ijntence of paragraph 5 represents an

addition suggested by the Sub-Committee with a view to the

possible establishment in the future of legal procedures

involving additional guarantee against unwarranted use of

the duties under consideration. The Delegate for Canada

reserved hio position on.this sentence,

Text, 17:6.

'othing in this Article shall preclude Members from

incorporating in a regulatory commodity agreement under

Chapter VII provisions prohibiting, as between Members party

to such a commodity agreement,nthe use of azti-dumping duties

in oazes inn whichi dumpimea wit.n the waning 1of paragraphI

of tmay Artirlet =V be peimifted under the terms of such

Coment.

This is a now paragraphs, adopted by the Sub-Committee

a the suggestion of. the-Delegate for Cuba. It was pointed

out by somegra delegatrs that vtanyhe paraph did not invole

changeemn the obligations of MHebers under the Charter.
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ARTICLE 17. SUGGESTEDNEW PARAGRAPH
The Dalegate for Australia suggested inclusion in

Article 17ofthe following paragraph:

7."Any Member country maintaining restrictions

of forms of dumping other than 'price dumping',

e.g., freight duping or dumping by means of

depreciation of currency,shall only impose such
dumping duties where it has determined after

enqury- that the method and extent of dumgina
against which action taken is such as to injure

or threaten to injurn ah established domestic

industry. "

The Delegato f6r the United Statea wvs of the opinion

thatithls aaragr ph should not be accepted. While not

adopginaeths propdsextekt, the Sub-Committee decided to

forw rd.it for consideration by the Draftingmmiocittee

and the Second Session of tPe paepFratory Committee. It

also decided to wraj the attention of the Suommnomittee
Tafifi Procedures to the paragraph in question.

- RTICLES~TCIC5 1R. TAPLUFF VAUATION

ext,18:1
,. :emb:rsundertakgemtoworke.ae iw-r1v toward the standardization

insoi bles fa~tiaa, o definitions of value and of

procedurerminorgdetexvaiins the -lue of products subject

to customs duties hargether c Gcs, or restrsctions bazed

.pon. or regulytmdnn in anS 7aer by value. wWith a vie to

furthering such co-operatlon, the Organization is

authorizstigationnvetiggtup and recommbersts Mee'wor euch

base and medhoeds forgs etrminin the value of products
/, would
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as would appear best suited to the needs of commerce

and most capable of widespread adoption."

Comment

The words "or other restrictions" in the first

sentence of this paragraph were changed to "or other

charges or restrictions" to render it clear that

charges other than customs duties are covered.

Text, 18:2

"The Members recognize the validity of the following

general principles of tariff valuation, and they

undertake to give effect to such principles, in respect

of all products subject to duties, charges or regulations

based upon value, at the earliest practicable date.

Moreover, they undertake upon a request by another Member

to review the operation of any of their laws or

regulations relating to value for duty purposes in the

eight of these principles. The Organization is authorized

to request from Members reports on steps taken by them

in pursuance of the provisions of this paragraph."

Comment .

The last two sentences o the introductory part of

this paragraph were adde .to the original text in order

to akee into account and reconcile diverging views

expresne .at the London-Sssaio wyith reference to a

suggested obligation of Membereto review their customs

lwsa and regulations rlatinig to tariff valuation. It

wi-till b servsr r'-t at'the t xt-adopted refers to the

--,rat-nof ttisQ laQffhere8 ws-andvr~gulations rather than to

/the laws
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the laws and regulations as such, and that the review

would have to take place only upon a request by another

Member. The last sentence gives the Organization

authority to request reports from Members on action taken

with a view to carrying out the provisions of this

paragraph.

The Delegates for certain countries (Belgium,

Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia, China and the Netherlands)

wished to provide for a transitional period to precede

the entry into force of the provisions of paragraph 2.

The Delegates for certain countries (Belgium,

Luxemboug and the Netherlands) suggests that the

procedures applied in determining value for duty

purpose should be more exactly indicated. The

Sub-Committee considered, however, that the suggestions

made by these delegates were too detailed for inclusion

in this paragraph. One of these suggestion (concerning

the trial of value litigation) was considered in

connection with Article 21, paragraph 2.

Alternative A (United States Original Draft)

"(a) The value for duty purposes of imported products
should be based on the actual value of the kind of

imported merchandise on which duty is assessed, or the

nearest ascertainable equivalent of such value, and should

not be based on the value of poducts of national origin

or on arbitrary or fictitious valuations."

Alternative B (Draft by Canada, after modification).

"(a) The value for duty purposes of imported products

/should be
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should be baond bA the actual value at which, in the

ordinary seurbl trade, imported merchandise identlcalJy

similar to t ont, whdch Duty is assessed is at the

material time soldofr 'ofered for sale in comparable

quantities andeundar similar conditions of sale, or the

nearest ascertainable equivalent of such value. The

value for duty purposes should not be based on the value

of products of national origin or on arbitrary or

fictitious valuations."

Comment

Two alternatives of su-paragraph (a),cwhi:h

stipulates certain criteria for the valuation of imported.

productse ar_ presented for consideration by the

Draftiog Ccmmittee. The former of these (A), representing

the unchanged text in the United States Draft Charter,

was supported by the majority of the SommiCmies;ttea the

latter text (B), setting out the basis for valuation in

greater detail, was drawn up on the basis oggsugosticns

made by Delegates for Australia and Canada and received

some support also by certain other delegates. The

Delegate foe thO United States, while stating that

Alternative B was not acceptable to him, declared himself

willing to consider modificat!ons ineAlt.rnative A, for

instance, inclusion of the words "in the ordinary course

of trade" after "actual va.ue",

Te 18:2 (b)

(b) -The value for duty purposes of any imported

product should not include the amount of any internal

x/tv
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tax, applicable within the country of origin or export

from which the imported product has been relieved or

made exempt."

Comment

Sub-paragraph (b) was approved by the Sub-Committee

in its initial version with the addition of the words

"reIieved or" before "made exempt" intended to render

this provision analogous with that with reference to

anti-dumping and countervailing duties in paragraph 3 of

Article 17.

The question of inserting the words "customs duty

or" before "internal" was considered but deferred for

later decision.

Text, 18: (c)

"(c) In converting the value of any imported

product from one currency to another for the purpose of

assessing duty, the rate of exchange to be used should

be fixed in accordance with prescribed standards to

reflect effectively the current value of each currency

in commercial transactions, and until the elimination

of dual or multiple rates of exchange authorized under

the terms of the Articles of Agreement of the International

Monetary Fund or in accordance with the special exchange

agreements specified in Article 29 of this Charter,

either one or more than one legal rate for each dual -or

multiple - rate currency may-be so fixed."

Comment

The original text of sub-paragraph (c) was amended

/to indicate
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to indicate that onlylegal rates were to be considered

in conversion of duel - ormultiple - rate currencies.

Words were also included to render it clear that the

dual or multiple rates applying. In trade among Members

would be those authorized under the terms of the Articles

of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund or in

accordance with the special exchange agreements referred

to in Article 29. From a statement made in the

Sub-Committee by the Representative of the Fund it was

evident that the use of dual or multiple rates - which

do not include rates varying within one percent above

or below parity in the case of spot exchange transactions -

permissible for Members of the Fund, would be confined

to cases falling under Article XIV, Section 2 of the

Articles of Agreement. Five years after the date on

which the Fund began operations, its members still

retaining multiple currency practices under the

transitional arrangements of that Section shall consult

with the Fund concerning their possible further

retention.

The Delegate for Australia was of the opinion that

the reference to dual or multiple rates of exchange

should be deleted. At the London Session, the

Delegate for China had reserved its position on this

paragraph (which at the time did not include the words

beginning with "authorized under" and ending with "this

Text, 18:2 (d)

"The bases and methods for determining the value

/of products
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of products subject to duties regulated by value should

be estable and should be given sufficient publicity

to enable traders to estimate, with a reasonable

degree of certainty, the amount of duty likely to be

imposed."-

Comment

The words "be giecn sufficient publicity

enable traders" in this sub-pargGraph replace

phrase "be published infSull detail, in order

traders may be enabled" in the original text.

chagce aims at meeting the objections agains

raised at the London session.

so0

the

that

The

that text

ARTICLE ±9. CUS. FTOMTOMSRITIERM
Text 19:1.

"The Members recognize the principle that

subsidiaryaeef and chares imgosed on or in connection

with importation Qr exoortation should be limited in

.mount ao-the.a prox mate cost of- servi es rendered

ond shoald not represent an indirect protection to

domestic products or a t,-atiax of imports or exports

for iiscalfpurposes. They also9recog ize the need

for reducing :the nu ber and diversity of such

subsidiary fees and,char- s, fog minimizing the

incidence and gondlexctm of import and export

formalities, nd. forandcreasing and simplifying import

and export documentation. requi ements."

Comeent

This paragraph was. adopt d. witho t chanZe by tge

Sub-Committee.

/Text, 19:2

. .

-
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Text, 19:2a

"Members undertake to give effect to the principles

and objectives of paragraph 1 of this Article at the

earliest practicable date. Moreover, they undertake

upon a request by another Member to review the

operation of any of their customs laws and regulations

in the light of these principles. The Organization

is authorized to request from Members reports on steps

taken by them in pursuance of the provisions of this

paragraph."

Comments

The original text of this paragraph included an

undertaking by Members to review their customs laws

and regulations with a view to giving effect to the

principles and objectives etc. In view of objections

made at the London session against this provision, the

paragraph was redrafted so as to provide for the

undertaking by Members to (i) give effect to the

principles etc. and (ii) review the operation of their

customs laws and regulations in the light of these

principles. The new text, it will be observed, is

similar to that proposed by the Sub-Committee with

reference to tariff valuation (paragraph 2 of Article 18).

Text, 19:3

Except in cases of serious negligence, greater than

nominal penalties over and above the duty properly payable

should not be imposed by any Member in connection with the

importation of any product of any other Member country

because of errors in documentation which are obviously

clerical in origin or with regard to which good faith can

be established."
/Comment
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Comment

In order to meet objections raised by several

delegations at the London Session, a provision in the

original text for theremittance of penalties "imposed

because of actions which Resulted from errors and

advice of responsible customs officials" Was deleted

and the initial few words were added dispensing with

the remaining provision in cases of serious negligence.

For greater clarity, the words over and above the

duty properly payable" were added after "nominal

penalties".

Text, 19:

"The provisions of this Article shall extend to

subsidiary fees, charges, formalities and requirements

relating to all customs matters, including:

(a) Consular transactions, such as consular invoices

and certificates;-

(b) Quantitative restrictions;

(c) Liesnsing;.
(d) Exchange regulations;

(9) Statistica .services;

(f) Documents, docmtentatio anrd certification;

(g) Analysisaend inspection; and

(h) Quarantine, sanitationand fuNmigation."

Comment

The text adopted by the Sub-Cmmzittee differs

only slightly focm that in the United States Draft

Charter: the words "such asconrsula . invoices and

certificates" under (a) were added at the London ses-ion;

/aind the words
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and the words "(plant, animal and human)" given

after "fumigation" (under (h)) in the original text

were deleted.

ARTICLE 20 MARKS OF ORIGIN

Text, 20:1

"The Members agree that in adopting and implementing

laws and regulations relating to marks of origin, the

difficulties and inconveniences which such measures may

cause to the commerce and industry of exporting countries

should be reduced to a minimum.

Comment

This paragraph was adopted without change.

Text, 20:2

"Each Member shall accord to the products of each

other Member country treatment with regard to marking

requirements no less favourable than the treatment accorded

to like products of anythird country."

Comment

This paragraph was adopted without any change in

substance.

Text, 20:3

"When administratively practicable, Members should

permit required marks of origin to be imposed at the

time of importation."

Comment

At the London Session, certain delegates had

objected to the text of the corresponding paragraph in

the United States Draft Charter which started:

/"When
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"When administratively possible, Members shall ...".

The present text inwhich the wods"practicable" and

"should" are substituted for "possible" and "shall",

represents a compromise acceptable to the majority of

members of the Sub-Committee. "The Delegates for

Canada, Czechoslovakia and the United States stated

that they would have preferred to leave in the word

"shall".

The Delegate for the United Kingdom reserved his

position on this paragraph which in his view should be

deleted.

Text,20:4

"The laws and regulations of the Members relating

to the marking of imported products shall be such as to

permit compliance without seriously danging the products,

or "materially reducingtheir value, or unreasonable

increasing their cost."

Comment

The Sub-Committee did not suggest any change in the

text of this paragraph.

Text, 20:5

Alternative A.

"The Members undertake to work toward the uniform

adoption of a schedule of general categories of products

which shall not in any case be required to be marked to

indicate their origin. With a view to furthering this

work, the Organization is authorized to investigate and

recommend to Members descriptions of categories of

products in respect of which marking requirements.

/operate to
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operate to restrict trade in a degree disproportionate

to any proper purpose to be served."

Alternative B

"Members agree to work in co-operation through the

Organization toward the gradual elimination, as far as

practicable, of obligatory marks of origin. With a

view to .... (etc., same as Alternative A).

Comment

As given in the United States Draft Charter,

paragraph 5 enumerated categories of products which

were to be exempt from marking requirements. At the

London Session, however, agreement could not be reached

on the original text, and the draft now submitted as

Alternative A was adopted.

The text shown under B represents en alternative

wording of the first sentence, going farther then the

previous alternative in that it suggests that Members

agree to work in co-operation through the Organization

toward gradual elimination, as far as possible, of

obligatory marks of origin". This text, supported by

delegates for Australia, Canada, Chile, Cuba,

Czechoslovakia and France,was tentatively retained with a

view to consideration at the second session of the

Preparatory Committee. The Delegates for Belgium-

Luxemburg, the United Kingdom and the United States

opposed this text because they considered that it would

be going too far to make the elimination of marking

requirements an obligation. The Delegate for Belgium-

Luxemburg drew attention to the fact that marks of origin

--/are frequently
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are frequently beneficial to the consumer and not of a

discriminatory character. It was pointed out, however,

that the elimination of marking requirements by

importing countries did not preclude the use of marks

of origin by exporting countries.

According to the second sentence, the Organization

would be authorized to make recommendations concerning

products not suitable, for marking requirements. While

the majority of delegates represented at the Sub-Committee

thought this the most useful procedure, the Delegate for

Canada indicated that he would prefer recommendations as

to products which may be made subect for marking

requirements.

Consideration was given to the requirement of

marking imported goods with the word "Foreign". It was

decided that the problem involved in such a requirement

would be more adequately dealt with under Article 23,

Boycotts (see below).

Text, 20:6

"As a general rule, no special duty or penalty should

be imposed by any Member for failure to comply with

marking requirements prior to importation unless corrective

marking has been unreasonable delayed or deceptive

marks have been affixed or the required marking has

been intentionally omitted."

Comment

In order to meet objections against the original

text raised by certain delegates, theobligation that

would be incurred by Members was rendered less exacting

by addition of the words "As a general rule" at the

/beginning of
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beginning of the Article, and by substituting the

words deceptive marks have been affixed" for "false

marks have been intentionally affixed".

The question raised by certain delegates concerning

the rightof each country to prohibit the import,

export and transit of foreign goods falsely marked as

being produced in the country in question was

considered to be covered primarily by the words

"deceptive practices" in Article 37, sub-paragraph (g).

Additional protection would be afforded by the

suggested new paragraph 7 under Article 20.

/Text. 20:7
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AlternativeA

"The interestof membersinprotecting the regional
andgeographical marks of origin of their distinctive

products is recognised and shall be given consideration

by the Organization which is authorized to recommend

a Conference of interested Members on the subject."

Alternative B

"Members agree to grant to trade names and marks of

origin and quality that are recognized and protected by

other Members, the same protection as is afforded by their

domestic legislation to their own marks and trade names

of origin and quality, provided, that those marks and

trade names relate to lace products, They shall, for

this purpose, transit to the Organization a list of

such marks and trade names as are protected by their

domestic legislation and for which they wish to secure

protection in importing countries.

"They undertake further to take part in any

Conference called by the Organization to secure effective

international protection for marks of origin.

Comment

The question raised at the London Session concerning

the possible extension of Article 20 to include a commitmnt

by Members to protect in their respective countries the

trade names and marks of origin and quality of other

Members was taken up for new consideration.

The Sub-Committee decided to recommend the text

/shown under
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shown under Alternative A, involving recognition of the

interest of Members in such protection, and an authorization

for the Organization to recommend a conference on the

subject. This alternative was passed by the Sub-Committee

without dissent, though at a roll taken the Delegates

for Cuba and the United Kingdom did not vote and the

Delegate for Chile declared that, though in principle

supporting this alternative, he wished to reserve his

position with regard to both Alternatives A and B.

He considered that further time was required to study

the matter which ought to be taken up at a later date.

The Delegates for Belgium-Luxemburg, Czechoslovakia

and France, while accepting Alternative A, did not

consider it going far enough and were in favour of the

text of Alternative B involving, among other things,

the acceptance of an obligation by Members to grant the

same protection for trade names and marks or origin and

quality as is afforded by their domestic legislation to

their own marks and trade names.

In the course of the discussion, the Delegate for

France, who had sponsored Alternative B, pointed out that

in the case his suggestion were adopted, Members would

extend to each other the same benefits concerning trade

names or marks of origin as signatories of the Madrid
Convention of 1891 now grant each other. The nature of

the national legislation by which such protection is

given would not have to be changed; in fact, if a country

had no law protecting its domestic trade names and marks,

it wouId not have to grantany protection to the trade

/names and
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names and marks of imporrted products.

It was pointedoutby in favourof

Alternative, A thattwo .or three other Articles in the

Charter might providedfor calling ofsuch a Conference.

ARTICLE 21 - PUBLICATION AND ADMINISTRATION OFTRADE
REGULATIONS - ADVANCE NOTICE OF RESTRICTIVE REGULLATIONS

Text,21:1

"Laws, regulations, decisions of Judicial authorities

and administrative rulings of general application made

effective by any Member, pertaining to the classification

or the valuation of products for customs purposes, or to

rates of duty, taxes or other charges, or to requirements,

restrictions or prohibitions on imports or exports or on

the transfer of payments therefore, or affecting their sale

or distribution, transportation and insurance, or affectingi
their warehousing, inspection, exhibition, processing,

mixing or other use, shall be published promptly in a

manner as to enable traders and Governments to become

acquainted with them. Agreements in force, between the

Government or a Governmental agency of any Member country,

and the Government or Governmental agency of any other

country affecting international trade policy shall also be

published. Copies of such laws, regulations; decisions,

rulings and agreements shall be communicated promptly to

the Organization. This paragraph shall not require any

member to publish administrative rulings which would

disclose confidential informtion, impede law enforcement,
or otherwise be contrary to the public interest."

/Comment.
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Comment

At the suggestion of the Delegate for Cuba, words were

included rendering the provisions of this paragraph

appicable also to laws, regulations etc., affecting the
transportation and insurance of Imports and exports.

The Delegate for France while pointing out that this

paragraph might replaoe Articles 4 and 6 of the Convention

of 3 Novenber 1923 for Simplificationof Customs

Formalities, suggested thai it ought to be supplemented:

(i) by insertion -of the provisions of Article 5 of that
Convention and (ii) of the Brusels Convention of 5 July

1890 on the publication of tariffs;. (iii) by providing

for the setting up in each Member State of an organization

specially responsible for publishing, .within the country

and abroad, the laws and regulations relating to foreign

trade; and finally (iv) by providing for the establishment

within the International trade oganization of an office

responsible for collection analyzing and publishing as

quickly as possible in the usual language laws, regulations

and decisions concerning foreign-trade and for the periodica:

collection, in detailed studies, of information concerning

the comparative regultions oemMNober States on any

given point.

.The Sub-Coittjee felt t at' i ht be useful if the

Preparatory Committee were to suggest the absorption by

thrganizationon of certaixisting ntx. international agencies

.such a-as tBhe relsuss ar Tiff Bureau,. and arrangements for

collectionas iynalziig and pusblihing the information

' considered. ft p int (gv) o'the- suigcestion Just referred to.

/2ext, 21:2
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Text, 21:2

*hr .: "E shall administer 3ad=4zister in a uniform, impartial

.-and.-rmannerall its.alsLU t lawe, -regulations, decisions

gsd.of the kinddssf ieedzinecrIbq& iA paragraph 1 of this

Article. . Moreover, Members undertake to maintain or

insti te as soon--as~pjacticable, Judicial arbitral or

admi.1-trati e tr bunals. or -proceduros for the purpose

o tee pr pt- rpview-and correction of administrative

aaction relstoms, to cuatos matters, s Such tribunals or

procedures shalgbe independent of the aGencies entrusted

with administrative enforcement.."

ere Cern.ffomaal changes. wcr: made in the preceding

. seateaces "jIn addition, the words ..'Judicial or

.. administrative tribunals," in the original text were

coanged to "Judicial irbitral, Qr administrative trtbunals

or pomcedures", and the wor4- "̀praopt" was added before

preview" in the second,sentence.
After these changes, dhe only reservation maintaine.

on this.paragraph Ivaq. tlt ..by. the Delegate for New Zealand

- ~. who was of the opinion. that appeals: against administrative

decisions might be .made to the. Minister of Customs and.

that it should not be necessary to institute a special

Text; 21:3 ...........1-..,

... "so adm nistatjve -rtiJng of. Member effecting

--an-advance in .a ,ate.q, dut or othor charge
und..er en establishd. ea .u;iQrmpracticec or imposing

/a new or mcre

t
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a new or more burdensome requirement. restriction or

prohibition on imports, or on the transfer of payments

therefore, shall, as a general rule, and. within the limits

of administrative practicability, be applied to products

of any other Member already en route at the time of

publication thereof in accordance with paragraph 1 of

this Article: provided, that if and Member customarily

exempts from such new or increased obligation products

entered for consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for

consumption during a period of thirty days after the date

of such publication, such practice shall be considered in

full compliance with this paragraph. The provisions of

. this paragraph shal not 'apply to anti-dumping or

countervailing duties."

Comment

In view of the difficulty of reaching agreement on

thisgrjparaaph at the London Session; the Sub-Committee

intiduced. two important changes in the substance of

the original text. irst,'the initial words were changed

so as to renter the paragraph applicable to administrative

rulily onl3; (previously laws, regulations and decisions

were also covered). Secondly, the undertaking involved

was mit gated. by entering the phrase "and. within the

lim ts of' administrative practicability" after "as a

general. rule".

Furth wa t -vs.thought advisable to limit the

undertaking to imports, and references to export, were

accordingly deleted ...

/The Delegates
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The Delegates for Czechoslovakia, France, Norway,

the Union of South Africa and the United& Kingdom

reserved themselves provisionally on this paragraph.

The Delegate for the United States regretted these

reservations and expressed the hope that they would be

ever tually withdrawn.

In connection with this paragraph, the Sub-Committee

discussed the words concerning goods en route entered in

square brackets in sub-pararaph 2 (f) of Article 25

(in the version adopted at the London Session) with the

indication that these were should be retained only If

the matter was not fully covered in Article 21. Certain

of the delegates wore of the opinion that, according to

that article, a consigment en route at the time when

public notice of the restriction was given should be

. m adt~itted to enter the importing country and counted against

the quota a plied for the- period in question; if the

.. quantityt, exc eded the quota, the. excess would have to be

seated against the.. quota for the next period. Other

delegates cgnmnsidered that the consiCent should be

... -admitted ia te quctta pmd not been used end that shilnents
:£frae the most-distant point should b, given priority;

quantities in excess. ot the quota, however, would have to.

. ~ be. entered into warehouse. Te Chairman undertook to

prepare texts in accordance with each of these opinions,

intnded- to replace the wods -now entered in square

4pckets in Articl& 5,

Noteby te Secretariat, e fial report of the Sub-
-cc ittee wl -record the decisicu to be taken at the

. twelfth meeting on this question.

/ARMCLZE 22
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ARTICLES 22 --INFORMATION, STATISTICS AND TRADE TERMINOLOGY

General Comment

The discussion at the London Session revealed that

certain countries would experience difficulties in

accepting the undertaking specified in Article 22 as

worded in the United States Draft Charter. The Sub-

Committee found it useful, therefore, to suggest a text

according to which the demands put on Members would be

less exacting; hence expressions such as "so far as

.possible", "as is reasonably practicable" or "as

reasonably ascertainable" were inserted in certain

paragraphs. A number of other changes in substance were

also introduced, however, and the text was shortened and

simplified. Paragraph 6 in the text of the

United States Draft Charter, referring to the promotion

of international.adoption of standard definitions of

terms used in camercial practice and in developing .

standards to which goods may be manufactured or graded,

has no equivalent In the text now suggested.

Text, 2:21

Meembers undertake to omuvnicat - to the Organization

as promptly an ain sl much detail as is reasonably

practicable:

(a) Statistics of their external trade in goods

(including, for example, imports, exports r-eexports,
transita nd trans-shimnent or, here pkplicable,

.

goods In warehouse or in bond);

(b) tatistics of Gover ntel revenue from import and

g-exptduties i oer tb's goods moving in

International trade and, as readily ascertainable, of

/subsidy
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"So far as possible, the statistics referred to in (a)

and (b) shall be related to aiix cIassifications and be

in suan form as to reveal the operation of eay restriction

or Impo tation or exportation which are based. on or

regulated in any manner by quantity or value, or by amounts

of exchange made available."

Cczmnt .

The last sentence corresponds to-paragraph 2 in the

text o the Tnited States Draft Charter.

Text, 22:2

Members aree to publish regularly and. as promptly

as possible the statistics referred to in paragraph 1."

Coment

.is. a sa ptsi'ied. versicn.of paragaph 5 in the

United States J2aft Charter. Attention should be paid to the

mission of the .word. !`prcqptly" in that text.

Text 22 3

"Eembers underta&-e to give careful consideration to any

reccmodtions whtch .the Organization may make to them with

, vie2 -to invemant- of the statistical information

furnished under paraoraph l..

Corment

This paraflaph has no equivalent In the text of the

United States Drfat Charter.

2:4~
-~Tex22: -,- *,~

"Soak as reasonably practicable, Members arree to m21e
. .. -. ; , /available
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available to the Organization request such other

statistical information as maybe deemed necessary to enable

it to fullfillits functions provided that the statistics

are not being furnished.to other internatioal organizations

from which .the Organizatin can obtain the required.

information,.

Comment
This paragaph corresponds to paragraph 3 in the text

of, the United States Draft Charter,

Text, 22:5

"The Organization shall act as a centre for the

collecting, exchange and publication of statistical

information relating to international trade of the kind

referred to in paragraph 1. The Organization may, in

collaboration with the Economic and Social Council and its

Commissions, and with any other interested inter-govermental

specialized agencies, engage in studies with a view to

bringingabout improvements in the methods of collecting,

analyzing and publishing econcmic statistics and may promote

the international comparability of such statistics,

including the possible internationaladoption of standard

tariff and commodlty classifications."

Comment

Thisis simplified version of paragaph 5 in the

text of the United StatesDraft Charter

Text 22:6

"'The Organizationmay also, in co-operation with other

organizations referred to In paragraph 4,study the question

/of adopting
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of adoping standards , nomenclature,terms and formsto be

used "in interantional trade and in the official

documents end statististics of members relevant thereto,

and may promote the general acceptance by Members of

such standards nomenclature, terms and forms as may

be recommended."

Cormernt

This paragrphcorresponds to paragraph7 in the

text of the United States Draft Charter. It will be

observed, however, that unlike the last-mentioned paragraph,
the text now recommended does not refer to the adoption

of standards., nomenclature, terms and forms or to a

procedure according to which adopted standards, etc, would

become automatically effective upon notice given by the

Organizaticn. In view of this fact, the Sub-Committee

suggests deletion oi paragraph 8 of Article 66,
containing rules for the adoption by the Conference of

standards, etc.

Article23 -BOYCOTS

Text

"No Member shell encourage port or participate

in boycotts or other campaigns which are desired to

discourage, directly or indirectly, the consumption

within its territory of products of other Membmer countries

on grounds of origin, or sale of products for consumption

within other Member countries grounds of destination:

4rovide
,

-. . . f .. ' "I -
. . I.. -

.
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Provided that a incampaign support of the use or

consumptionof products of national origin or manufacture
and not directed. against the products of any specific

country, shall not be deemed to be a breach of this

undertaking."

Comment

The last sentence of the text of this article as

given in the United States Draft Charter, providing for

the discouraegmentbyY each Member of boycott campagnzs
- by subordinate entities within its jurisdiction, was

deleted since this matter would be covered by the addition

of a new parrgaph to Article 88 suggested above under

Article 15.

On the other hand, in order to meet views expressed

by several delegates at the Lodoen Session, a proviso

was added o6 the effect that the ban on boycotts should

not apply to campaigns in support of the use of national

doods and not directed against the products of any

specific country,

The Delegate for the Unite States, while not

reserving his position o 'this article, stated that he

would have preferezd the orignaI tex .

The Delegate for Idiaa reserved his position on

this Article; the Delegate for China retaine . his

cmmeont at the London Session that wekeraaer countries

/Should
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should be allowed to resorted toboycotts in self-defence,

and. the Delegate for , Leabon reiterated his view that

boycotts may be justified on political or moral

ARTICLE 37 - GNERAL EXCEPTIONSTO CHAPTER V

General Comment

At the London Session the Delegate for China

.g supge tedl inclusion of a new paraphc~a1covering measures

'eiarnrqiy imposed pr'pevent, arrest or relieve

*conditions of soc al.disturba e-'naaurealamityt,my or

. other national emergenies 'proi edithat. such

measures ara withdrewn as soo as the.said conditions

cease to exist.g The su westion.ias passed over by

tomi Sub-Caittee;w but it as pointed- oua that peragraph

(b) coversg thiso sug a large .e ldrGe extent.

Similarly at th .london-meetiDeegate >.Late for

In isuggestedugasteT th&t, Mhis country shaluld be elowed,
., fsr reasona of high policy to discriminate against a

member, either on a ronecommendaTti of the IO or on

I.i own- init ativet provided due noticei had been gven

anizatiorazz: tion. and. to every Membbr concerned. It

vas left.to the DeIegate for :ndia (who is not a

member oommthe Sub-Cmittee) to Maintain his

su'g stion. in .the fg l Dmraftin : Comittbe; should he

so desire ,

/Text
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TEXT,ARTICLE 37

"Subject to the requirement that measures are not

applied in such a manner as to constitute a means of

arbitary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries

where the seane conditions prevail, or a disguised

restriction on international trade, nothing in Chapter V

shall be construed to prevent the adoption or enforcement

by anymember of the measures listed below:

(a) necessary to protect public morals;

(b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life

or health;

(c) relating to fissionable materials;

(d) relating to the traffic in arms, ammunition and

implements of war and to such traffic in other goods

and materials as is carried on for the purpose of

. supplying the military establishment;

.* (e) in tim~e o >war or other emergency in international

relations, relatinCgto. the protection of the essential

' security interests of a Member:.
(i) relating to the importation or exportation of gold

or. silver;

(g) necessary to secure compliance with laws or

--r.regulations which are not inconsistent with the

, p-.irov.isions f Chapter V, such as, e.g. those relatIng

'- to customs. enforcement sBtate monopolies, deceptive

, , practices, and the protection of patents, trade marks

and copyrights;

(h) relating to the products of prison labour;

(i) imposed for the protection of national treasures

~ of artistic, historic or archaeological value;

(i) relating
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(j) relatingto the conservation of exhaustible

natural. resources if such measures are taken pursuant

to international agreements or are made effective in

conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or

consumption." .

CMMENTT

37 : Introductory -part:

The initial words of thsi Arilcle, ending with

"disguised restrictions on inteniationl1 trade", were added

in accordance with a preliminary decision reached at the

London Session.

37 (a): NO COMNET

37 (b):

A second alternative, in lying addition of the words
, .s -

"where corresponding measures of protection are taken in the

upportinG country", was stmpprted by the Delegates for

Austrelia, BelgiumLuxemburg, Brazil, Canada, Cuba, Norway

and the Unioleoaf South Africa. The De16gtes for Chile,

Czechoslovakia, France, New Zealand and the United States

advised against this addition.

NT (c) (d) (e): N0 COQPM

37 (f):

At the London Session, the Delegte for India

suvGested that this paragraph should not refer to silver

which is an ordinary commodity in world trade. The

Sub-Comittee was not in favour of the suggested change.

. :... *..* .e 3

.- . -: * ,- .,

. .. . /37 (k):
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The words "state monopolies" were inserted.

37 (h):

The words "the products of prison labour" were

substituted for "prison-made goods".

37 (i): NOCOMMENT

37 (1):

At the London Session, the Delegate for India suggested

deletion from "if such measures" to the end of the

paragraph.

The Delegates for New Zealand and Brazil retained

their support given at that Session to the suggestion by the

Delegate for India.

TheDelegete for New Zealand reiterated his proposal

that the words "or other" be added before "resources".


